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Abstract 
 

This study analyzes Carolien, a Chinese woman who struggles for claiming identity against political 
backdrop based on her experiences in Lian Gouw‘s Only a Girl. Carolien faces different experiences, 
conditions, and situations that influence the concept of identity in her lives. She lives in a very 
conservative Chinese family who still keeps believing in Chinese traditional values yet her Dutch‘s 
education background leads her to have the ability to think as a Dutch. The political backdrops the 
Dutch colonization, the World Depression, World War II, and the Indonesia Revolution;  set Carolien 
to have different thoughts, roles, and positions in her lives. From the experiences depicted in the 
story this study tries to show that Carolien struggles for claiming identity through her own way. 
From the anlaysis it can be concluded that Carolien as a Chinese woman experiences different 
political backdrops which leads her to have different concept of identities. It can be seen from her 
experiences depicted in the story that Carolien as Chinese woman has different thoughts, roles, and 
positions in the society.Consequently, Carolien, a Chinese woman in Lian Gouw‘s Only a Girl, has 
different way for claiming identity against the political backdrop. Here, the political backdrops 
become important medium that shape her identity. She begins realizing her own identities so that 
she has different thought, roles and positions in the society. 
 
Keywords: Chinese woman, Struggles, Chinese traditional values, Concept of Identity, Political 
Backdrops 

 
 

Introduction 
 
Political backdrop is a situation or condition that involves a political system and government policy in a country. 
Political backdrop is usually engaged with the process of how a country builds and develops, such as in the Dutch 
Colonization, the World Depression, World War II, and the Indonesian Revolution. However, political backdrops 
have its own characteristic in influencing people‘s life. 
 Those political backdrops influenced the people‘s way of life in terms of their culture in society. The 
concept of their culture actually was based on the political backdrop occurred at that time. Some people tend to 
maintain their own culture and some struggle to adapt and imitate another culture.  
 Identity is one factor that influences the people‘s way of life. When people try to maintain their culture, 
they have to keep their identity. According to Stets and Burke, identity is ―each of the different positions or role 
relationships the person holds in society‖ (2003: 8). Identity here shows a personality of someone and what 
characteristic they have. Yet, identity leads to the concept of people‘s culture in certain condition.  Identity is 
very important because identity is rooted from certain social system that influences the culture of a society.  
 Furthermore, terminology ―identity‖ according to Judith Kegan Gardiner, is ―paradoxical in itself, 
meaning both sameness and distinctiveness, and its contradictions proliferate when it is applied to women‖ (1981: 
347). There is confusion about women‘s identity because women‘s identity is related to male-identified; women 
itself failed to take her identity from men (Gardiner, 1981: 347). 
 Women‘s identity, specifically the identity of Chinese women, focuses on their role and image in 
domestic domain, such as their role as a good mother, wife, and daughter. Besides, it is also their role to maintain 
the culture in their lives. Chinese women tend to follow the common sense of their society rather than adopt other 
cultures. It is very difficult for Chinese women in accepting any other kind of cultures and, they will try everything 
to maintain the culture. In addition, Chinese women alsohave different experience and struggle in claiming their 
identity because they have to face different situation and condition in certain place. 
 Only a Girl (2009) is the study in which gender study is used as the means of the analysis. The writer 
focuses to reveal Carolien‘s struggle depicted in the story. In seeing her struggle, the writer explores the roles and 
identity of Carolien as Chinese woman based on her experiences against political backdrop. According to Ross C. 
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Murfin, gender is ―a construct of an effect of language, a culture, and its constitution‖ (2005: 237). In other word, 
gender examines the ―culturally produced‖ or social constructed instead of biological categories (Goodman, 1996: 
vii). Culturally produced means there is a culture or social condition that is influenced by the stereotypes about 
men and women. However, as the writer stated above, identity as the concept of culture people in certain 
condition relates with culturally produced which leads people to have some concepts of behavior which exists in 
society. Therefore, using gender study, the writer tries to identify Carolien‘s struggle in accordance to view her 
roles and identity as a Chinese woman who experiences different political backdrops depicted in the story. 
 Only a Girl is written by Lian Gouw, a Chinese – American author who was born in Jakarta, Indonesia, but 
does not have Indonesian descent. She was raised with a Dutch education and cultural values. Although Lian Gouw 
is a Chinese raised in a Dutch education and cultural values, she successfully blends character motivations to a rich 
historical background (Dharmowijono, 2011: 106).Through her literary work, Lian Gouw describes how Carolien has 
to struggle in facing the gap of each political backdrop. Consequently, Carolien has different concept of identity 
because she experiences and gets influence during political backdrops drifted in Indonesia. The political backdrops 
force her to fight the conditions so that she can achieve the idea of her own identity and remain in a stable 
condition.  
 

The Concept of Carolien‟s Identity based on Her Experience in Lian Gouw‟s Only a Girl 
 
This paper focuses in Carolien, a Chinese woman, who struggle claiming her identity in particular conditions. To 
identify her struggle, the writer sees on her experiences as a Chinese woman who lives in three different 
conditions. Three different conditions in Only a Girl refer to the World Depression, World War II, and the 
Indonesian Revolution. The writer tries to see that particular conditions depicted in the story leads Carolien‘s 
concept of identity. Identity here refers to the concept of her role as a woman based on her own experiences. Her 
experience shows that there is a social construction happens in her society during three different political 
backdrops at that time. In addition, the writer identifies three different conditions as a political backdrop that 
becomes fundamental information about her experiences who struggle for claiming identity.  
 In Only a Girl (2009), Carolien, a woman born in Chinese traditional family has her own identity. Identity 
shows a personality of someone and what characteristic they have in society. It leads people to have a different 
concept of identity in certain conditions. As a result, identity influences the way of people‘s life because it is 
rooted from certain social system. The following parts of the novel are provided to show that social condition and 
culture lead the character for having different concept of identities.  
 

Carolien a Woman and Mother who Adopts Dutch Lifestyle 
 
The writer explores that Carolien has a peculiar attitude as a Chinese woman during the Dutch colonization. She 
realizes that in Chinese traditional values, it is men who continue the family‗s lineage and whose task is to 
maintain the traditions and the rituals (Dharmowijono, 2011: 106). Carolien is described as a Chinese woman who 
is eager to assimilate into Dutch colonial society. She gets Dutch education and adopts Western life style in which 
to be having a liberal way of thinking. Her background of Dutch, actually, appears because she lives during Dutch 
colonization in Indonesia. Hence, according to Boyé Lafayette De Mente, ―The head were responsible for making 
sure that every member of each family was properly registered, for ensuring that the members paid their taxes, 
and for seeing that they obeyed all of the other customs and laws of the land‖ (2000: 7). It shows that the head of 
the family also let Dutch lifestyle enters to their family. This condition influences Carolien to adopt Dutch culture 
and consequently, she does not agree with the concept of Chinese traditional values, which is that a woman do not 
have any rights to take decision for her life, yet all the rights to take the decisions is the man‘s right because in 
Chinese traditional values, a man will always be the head of the family. 
 Furthermore, the penetration of Dutch influences can be seen through Carolien‗s thought. In Carolien‗s 
point of view, each person has right to decide something for his and her own lives without someone‗s intervention.  
 

Chip, the oldest, had moved the family into this exclusive neighborhood and made sure that 
Carolien received a Dutch education as well, but she chafed against his rule. Did being the oldest 
male in a traditional Chinese family give him the right to decide her life? (Gouw, 2009: 10).  

 
The above description shows that Carolien does not really agree to Chinese traditional values. The writer sees that 
Dutch‗s influence affects to the way of Carolien‗s thinking. The political backdrop, Dutch colonization in 
Indonesia, defines a set of values distinct from Chinese traditional values in Carolien‗s family (Langland, 1984: 9).  
As a result, the Dutch‗s influence forms Carolien‗s identity as a Chinese woman. The affect can be seen from the 
way Carolien thinks about marriage.  
 

―I love him. I don‗t need a husband with degree who‗d treat me like an exotic household fixture 
Carolien jutted out her chin. ―Do any of you know what it means to be happy instead of just 
financially secure?‖ (Gouw, 2009:12).  

 
 In the above dialogue, she prefers to marry a man who she loves rather than follows the family‘s tradition 
about marriage. The most important about marriage in her point of view is love and happiness. As long as a couple 
loves each other and they are happy, all good things in life will follow.  
Carolien then married Po Han and they are a newly happy family. Then, World Depression strikes Indonesia and it 
leads the family‘s financial condition worsens. 
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On the wings of the winds that cross the Pacific, the World Depression drifted to The Netherlands‗ 
Indies. As the calender turned to 1933, most businesses were forced to shrink their operations. With 
money tight and rumors of an oncoming war, the demand for new typewriters dropped (Gouw, 
2009: 34).  

 
Po Han lose his job because of the World Depression and the financial condition of the family becomes unstable. 
The World Depression influences Carolien and Po Han‘s marriage. She decides to take Po Han‘s role on supporting 
the family financially because Po Han cannot get any income for the family. Then Carolien reached her limit where 
she is questioning Po Han‘s role and it leads her to divorce with him.  
 

She had tried to break out of the subservient position of women in a Chinese family. She had even 
bucked tradition and gotten a divorce. But after Po Han left, her life had turned into a series of 
duties and obligation and she felt anything but free and powerful. Her hopes had let her down 
(Gouw, 2009: 167).  

 
As a woman who adopts Dutch lifestyle, Carolien does find a job to support her daughter‗s lives and her own. From 
this point, the writer finds that Carolien‗s roles as a mother gets influence from Dutch education that she learnt.  
 

―We sent you to Dutch schools so you‗d be an asset to some decent man‗s household,  
said Chip. ―Your education would enhance his position and, in turn, secure yours (Gouw, 2009: 12).  

 
The education that she believes is passed by to her daughter from the way Carolien raised her. Carolien teaches 
her the way Dutch‘s child living and guide her so that her daughter could also be an independent woman.  
 
The writer found that the Dutch‗s influent undergoes a process of self-definition toward Carolien. As a result, the 
process of self-definition leads to the quality of social order that moves the quality of individual lives. Here, the 
quality of individual lives refers to Carolien‗s identity as a Chinese woman. Her identity as a Chinese woman gets 
influence from the Dutch lifestyle, which acts and dictates within Carolien‗s identity. In other words, the Dutch‗s 
influent penetrates Carolien‗s identity as a Chinese woman and she does assimilate it. In addition, her identity as a 
Chinese woman manipulates the Dutch in order to create value and increase the level of commitment to society. 
This condition happens because the Dutch colonization gives effect to social order in her family. Therefore, the 
writer finds that the Dutch colonization in Indonesia influences and forms Carolien‗s identity as a Chinese woman 
in terms of the way Carolien‗s thinking and finally affects her to adopt the Dutch lifestyle.  
 

Carolien pursed her lips. She had no intentions of teaching her daughter subordinate behaviour or 
the traditional reverance for males. ―I‗ll make sure, ‖ she said, ―that Jenny grows up to be 
independent‖ (Gouw, 2009: 75).  

 

Carolien, Gender Roles, Identities, and Political Backdrops 
 
The Dutch colonization brings big effect toward Carolien‘s lives. In the previous discussion, the writer states that 
Carolien is described a woman who adopts Dutch lifestyles. The Dutch lifestyle that she adopts affecting her way 
of thinking. Although she was born in a Chinese family, she has different thought about several things; such as 
tradition, marriage, and education. She prefers to adopt the Dutch lifestyle rather than practices Chinese 
traditional values. Consequently, Carolien has to struggle to claim her identity because during unstable political 
condition, she faces ups and downs to define her identity. 
 
a. Carolien who Breaks Chinese Traditional Values 
The Dutch education that she got during the Dutch colonization affects to the way she thinks about her identity as 
a Chinese woman. As the writer explains in the previous discussion, the Dutch education gives a set of new values 
in the way she thought about Chinese traditional values. 

 
... Chip, the oldest had moved the family into this exclusive neighborhood and made sure that 
Carolien received a Dutch education as well, but she chafed against his rule. Did being the oldest 
male in a traditional Chinese family give him the right to decide her life? (Gouw, 2009: 10). 

 
The above description implies that Carolien sees Chinese traditional values as the formation of men‘s dominance. 
The writer finds there are two contraries thought about Chinese traditional values and the Dutch way of life. The 
narration implies that lives in Chinese family means Carolien has to follow the rules. She realizes that in Chinese 
traditional values, it is men who continue the family‘s lineage and whose task is to maintain the traditions and the 
rituals (Dharmowijono, 2011: 106). Yet, based on Carolien‘s point of view, the writer sees there is patriarchal 
system that limits Carolien in deciding what she wants to do in her life. The decision that the writer meant is she 
chooses to marry a man that she loved. 

 
When Carolien wants to marry Po Han, she shows high determination to break the family‘s 
tradition. 
―I love him. I don‘t need a husband with a degree who‘d treat me like an exotic household fixture.‖ 
Carolien jutted out her chin (Gouw, 2009: 12). 
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Carolien rose. ―You have no right to prevent me from seeing anyone. I‘m thirty and you‘re not my 
father,‖ she shouted, holding back tears (Gouw, 2009: 13). 

 
From above description, the writer sees that Carolien fights against the family tradition. Carolien shows her 
struggle in choosing path for her life. By looking at the description, it can be seen that Carolien thinks the family‘s 
tradition constitutes woman as someone who always do the household affair. Besides, the description also shows 
that Carolien tries to break the man dominance in the family. 
 
b. Carolien Practices Dutch Lifestyle in Her Household  
After her marriage with Po Han, Carolien faces Po Han‘s grandmother, Ocho, in dealing with the Chinese 
traditional values that Ocho believed. 

 
No self-respecting Chinese family would allow a girl to work in a Dutch office. A girl like Carolien 
would never know how to run a household properly. ... How could they allow Carolien to leave the 
house and marry without permission? ... ―You had a choice of many girls. Good families. But you 
have to choose some useless woman whose head is filled with Dutch nonsense.‖ ... ―You‘ll regret 
marrying a woman who doesn‘t know when rice turns to porridge.‖ (Gouw, 2009: 21-22). 

 
 The above description shows the beginning of Carolien‘s struggle after she gets married with Po Han. 
Ocho who believes in Chinese traditional values sees Carolien as a woman who cannot do the domestic affair 
properly. Ocho‘s perspective about Carolien indicates that the assimilation of the Dutch into Carolien‘s family is a 
disrespecting toward Chinese traditional values. Here, the writer finds a gap about the way of life between 
Carolien and Ocho. Carolien who adopts the Dutch lifestyle is seen by Ocho as a woman who cannot do the 
household. Meanwhile, Carolien practices the Dutch lifestyle in her household. 
 That evening, while they ate their dessert fruit, Carolien presented her housekeeping calendar to Po Han 
and Ocho. Peeling a mango for Po Han, ... ―There‘s nothing to it, especially now that you‘re earning good salary. 
Even when I had to sell pastries and do laundry for the Dutch soldiers, I managed. Only girls with a useless Dutch 
upbringing need a piece of paper to bring food to the table.‖ ... ―My grandson is not used to meals that are a mere 
snack of tasteless potatoes and a silver of meat.‖ (Gouw, 2009: 33). 

 
―All you need to know is how to shop. And of course, you do need to know how to cook‖ (Gouw, 
2009: 37). 

 
The Dutch lifestyle that Carolien practiced in her household brings obstacles in her marriage. Ocho‘s belief shows 
the values and virtues culturally associated with woman in Chinese traditional values. In contrast, Carolien does 
not show the quality of Chinese woman. Here, she practices the Dutch way of life in her household. Moreover, 
Carolien who shows the quality of woman with Dutch lifestyle also performs a woman who does not belief with the 
tradition that Ocho held. 

 
―Look at all that hair! It needs to be shaved to get rid of the bad luck she brought with her,‖ Ocho 
said each time she saw Jenny. She subscribed to the native belief that the hair a child is born with 
represents its mother‘s evil and needs to be removed. True to custom, she insisted on calling a 
dukun to perform the cleansing ceremony when Jenny was seven days old. ―Why do you insist on 
conforming to some native superstition?‖ Carolien looked at Po Han for support (Gouw, 20009: 55). 

 
The above description implies that the Dutch education leads Carolien to be a woman who shares the Dutch way of 
thinking. As a result Carolien is seen as a woman who does not belief in any kind of superstition in Chinese 
traditional values. 
 
c. Dutch Lifestyle‟s Carolien Adopted and Political Backdrops during Carolien Raising Her Daughter 
The World Depressions brings difficulty in Carolien‘s household. Her husband, Po Hand, does not have stable job to 
support the family. In order to support the needs of the family, Carolien finds a job. It can be seen from the 
narrator‘s description, ―Carolien decided to take in sewing to supplement their sparse income‖ (Gouw, 2009: 61). 
The narrator‘s description that found by the writer indicates that Carolien is an independent woman who cannot 
be dependent on her husband. She is willing to work so that the family can fulfill the needs. 
 The World Depression leads Carolien divorce Po Han. The condition occurs because Po Han cannot fulfill 
the family needs. Thus, Carolien has to raise her child by herself. She raises her child by using Dutch pedagogy. 
During raising her child, Carolien finds job to support their lives.  

 
... Due to the depression, the job market was tight. War rumors had begun to escalate. Hitler had 
started his march through Europe and Japan was moving in on China. Wachter said that, given the 
economical and political situation, she‘d be better off with a government position (Gouw, 2009: 
70). 

 
The economical and political situation at that time becomes Carolien‘s obstacle in supporting her lives. Besides, 
the political situation leads Carolien to be an independent woman. A woman who tries to fulfill the needs of the 
family. In other words, political condition, in one way, shapes Carolien‘s identity as a Chinese woman who does 
not depend on man. As depicted in the novel, ―I‘ll never again depend on a man, especially not when it comes to 
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taking care of Jenny and me. Once is more than enough‖ (Gouw, 2009: 74), Carolien is transformed as a masculine 
figure who has ability to support the family. 
 Moreover, in the way Carolien raises her child, she shows that woman needs to be independent. It can be 
seen from the following narrator‘s description,  

 
She had no intention of teaching her daughter subordinate behavior or the traditional reverence for 
males. ―I‘ll make sure,‖ she said, ―that Jenny grows up to be independent‖ (Gouw, 2009: 75). 

 
The writer finds that the Dutch lifestyle she adopted represents the constitution of her identity as an independent 
Chinese woman. Her identity as an independent Chinese woman is shaped because the construction of political 
condition and her Chinese family itself.  

 
... Sometimes she wondered about Ting. Would he ever marry? What did he expect from a wife? 
Chinese girls brought up in traditional households bored him, but he didn‘t like her Western 
behavior either. Ting would be uncomfortable sharing his life with a woman who would defend her 
opinion and expect him to help with what were considered women‘s tasks. It was amazing how most 
Chinese men felt they were superior to women, yet were helpless without them (Gouw, 2009: 76). 

 
The Dutch lifestyle brings Carolien‘s identity to rethink again about Chinese traditional values in the family. 
Carolien‘s point of view in above description represents her critical thought about the men‘s dominance in Chinese 
traditional values. The above description shows there is cultural construction in Chinese traditional values where 
women only do the women task. In other side, it is also seen in the description above how the Dutch lifestyle 
changes women‘s perspective in seeing women itself. 
 The Dutch lifestyle becomes fundamental way in raising her daughter. Even, Carolien chooses Dutch 
school as a place for Jenny to get education. The reason why Carolien chooses Dutch school for her daughter is 
because she wants her daughter to have a prominent place in society. However, during Carolien raising her 
daughter, Carolien fights some political conditions that threat their lives.  
 The Dutch colonization brings much easier life for Carolien‘s family. Suddenly, the situation drastically 
changed when the Japanese invades Indonesia. The Japanese occupation affects to the political even education 
system Dutch brought in Indonesia. 

 
Across the country families bound together to get through the war. With the Dutch government 
shut down and no salary coming in, Ting and Carolien began trading on the black market. The 
tobacco store that Chip and Ting had set up as a front for their undercover work now also carried 
clothing and food-stuffs. Carolien took in sewing. Along with Eddie and Ting, she was active in the 
Dutch Underground. With the Dutch schools shut down Els took responsibility for Jenny‘s schooling, 
... (Gouw, 2009: 106). 

 
Based on the above narration, the writer finds that during the Japanese occupation, the political situation 
becomes unstable. Consequently, the Dutch way of life that Carolien and her family adopted brings difficulty for 
them. The Dutch schools and the Dutch offices are deactivated. They have to adapt again to political penetration 
in Indonesia by hiding and doing underground movement. As an independent woman, Carolien keeps working and 
joining political movement in order to maintain the family condition. The political movement that she joined is 
seen as a way to maintain the Dutch‘s influent in her family; and the family lives in stable condition. 
 After the Japanese leaves Indonesia, once again Carolien faces another political backdrop that leads 
unstable for her family. The political backdrop here refers to Indonesian Revolution.  

 
The fire that burned down half of Bandung became an event of the past and the Dutch and 
Indonesia revolutionaries entered into lengthy negotiations. The Dutch planned to reinstate the 
colonial government in the Southern part of Bandung... The Underground approached Carolien for 
an assignment. She was to move into the home of an Indo family who had recently repatriated to 
Holland and turned over their belongings to the Dutch government. ... The authorities had assured 
Carolien that the job had little to no risk. Still, she was apprehensive about Jenny‘s safety. She 
accepted the assignment in the hope of earning privileges that would help secure Jenny‘s future. 
Her work for the Dutch government could make Jenny eligible for financial aid and scholarships for 
schooling in Holland (Gouw, 2009: 128). 

 
The above description shows that when Indonesia Revolution starts to take control toward the Dutch government, 
Carolien barely supports the Dutch. At this point, the writer emphasizes that the Dutch lifestyle becomes an 
important element in Carolien‘s encounter in dealing with Indonesian Revolution. Despite her identity as a Chinese 
woman, the writer finds that Carolien is constituted within the Dutch way of life; and she has already taken part in 
the Dutch society. In other words, Carolien becomes one unity in the Dutch society because she encounters the 
Dutch colonization and gets the Dutch education. Then, her Dutch‘s background becomes the reason she supports 
the Dutch government, so that she can maintain the family‘s position in the society. 
 
d. Carolien‟s Identity: “In Between” 
The political backdrops that makes intervention toward Carolien lives, brings several questions to her. Some parts 
in the novel, the writer discovers that Carolien recollects again the existence of Chinese traditional values. Her 
encounters in many situations recall her identity as Chinese woman.  
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―Don‘t you want a son?‖ (Gouw, 2009: 27). 
 
―The baby will be a boy‖ ... ―I will prove the old hag wrong‖ (Gouw, 2009: 41). 

 
The above evidence implies there is a manifestation of Chinese traditional values that constituted within Carolien. 
From this point, Chinese traditional values create meaning that determines Carolien behavior when she becomes a 
wife. Besides, the Chinese traditional values, indirectly, becomes internal position for different roles and positions 
she held in facing political backdrops. 

 
Carolien wiped her cheeks with the back of her hands and placed the filled containers on a cupboard 
shelf. ―I hope he‘s looking for a better job‖ ... Carolien was silent. It wasn‘t too long ago that she 
had been a self-assured young woman who moved with confidence in the Dutch business world. Now 
she was no different from any other Chinese housewife, subject to her husband‘s whimps (Gouw, 
2009: 63).  

 
From the narration of Carolien, the writer wants to emphasize that the internal position of Chinese traditional 
values that actually becomes manifestation in Carolien‘s identity. As a manifestation, the Chinese traditional 
values plays a role as a cultural practice of Carolien‘s difficulty and instability in facing political backdrop. She 
refers the difficulty and instability to binary gender system where the cultural practices in Chinese traditional 
values construct man‘s and woman‘s task. 
 Indonesia Revolution leads Carolien to reflect her role as a mother too. It is when an abandoned baby 
found by Carolien, she begins reflect her nature as a woman and a mother who has to take care of the baby. The 
baby‘s presence during revolutionary tension reminds her to a mother‘s task, taking care and raising by giving a 
child love affection with light-hearted tenderness. 

 
She had tried to break out of the subservient position of women in a Chinese family. She had even 
bucked tradition and gotten a divorce. But after Po Han left, her life had turned into a series of 
duties and obligation and she felt anything but free and powerful. Her hopes had let her down 
(Gouw, 2009: 167). 

 
As a Chinese woman who adopts the Dutch lifestyle, Carolien begins realizing that her independent figure leads 
her to the existence Chinese tradition. Her struggle in raising her daughter makes her forgetting the important 
roles a mother.  
Moreover, the political backdrop affects to the fundamental meaning of Chinese traditional values within Carolien. 

 
―You must try to understand Jenny, you do have a father and he is supposed to take care of you.‖ 
Carolien observed Jenny (Gouw, 2009: 185). 

 
 The above dialogue indicates Carolien refers support as a man‘s task. The writer sees that Carolien is 
constructed with the culture of society who sees it is a man‘s task to have a responsibility taking care of family by 
giving financial support.  
 On the contrary, Carolien‘s recall of Chinese traditional values is shaped by the penetration of the Dutch. 
Again, the writer finds that the Dutch‘s penetration becomes a medium that constructs her belief toward the 
Chinese traditional values.  

 
Carolien remembered the tea being so bitter that it made her tongue curl. Nanna claimed that the 
herbs used in the brew had a cleansing and tightening affect on the female organs. Carolien never 
quite subscribed to that belief (Gouw, 2009: 170). 
 
―Oh, Ma. Just look at the Dutch fashion magazines. Women are starting to wear slacks more and 
more,‖ Carolien laughed (Gouw, 2009: 171). 

 
The above description is seen as the representation of Dutch lifestyle that influences Carolien‘s identity as a 
Chinese woman. The Dutch lifestyle constructs Carolien‘s identity as a Chinese woman that results the invention in 
the way she thinks about the Chinese traditional values. Therefore, the Dutch lifestyle is an important meaning 
linked to political backdrop that transforms Carolien‘s identity as a Chinese woman. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Carolien‘s identity is represented as a Chinese woman who adopts the Dutch way of life, her experience getting 
Dutch education during the Dutch colonization affects to the way Carolien‘s thinking about Chinese traditional 
values. The Dutch way of life becomes the medium that formed her identity as a Chinese woman and set a new 
values and position toward her lives. It leads her to practice the Dutch lifestyle and in other words, Carolien is 
seen as the manifestation of the Dutch way of life. As a result, Carolien struggles to break Chinese traditional 
values and define her identity as a Chinese woman who adopts the Dutch way of life. The Dutch way of life brings 
her as an independent woman who does not want to dependon man. She shows the struggle of raising her child 
without man‘s involvement against economic downturn, the Japanese occupation, and the Indonesian Revolution. 
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It can be concluded that Carolien described in Gouw‘s Only a Girl struggles in facingthe political backdrops based 
on her different experiences. The political backdrops become important medium that shape her identity. She 
begins realizing her own identity so that she has different thought, roles and positions in the society. By analyzing 
her experience, the writer finds that the political backdrops influencesthe character‘s way of thinking. 
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